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PolYStYl has developed R-MAX, a new wear layer surface treatment 
using reinforced polyurethane combined with aluminum oxide.  
Aluminum oxide is the third hardest substance after diamond and carbon.  
therefore R-MAX has a wear resistance 3 to 4 times greater than 
polyurethane. R-MAX, thanks to its hardness avoids scuff marks, eases 
maintenance, increases durability and protects the appearance of the 
flooring.

CARe AnD MAintenAnCe
A correct maintenance will keep your floor looking like new.

  Scuff marks, various types of shoes soles may cause scuff marks. If scuff  
 marks appear, we recommend you identify the cause (eg. joggers/runners)  
 and remove. No claims will be accepted for scuff marks. 
  Avoid surface scratches by sweeping or vacuuming your floor as often as  

 necessary to remove loose dirt. Weekly maintenance should be carried out  
 by washing the floor with water and a neutral PH floor cleaner.
  To protect more efficiently the surface and keep your floor looking like new,  

 you protect the surface with a suitable neutral PH wash and shine product.  
 This product requires no rinsing after application.
  Extra surface protection can be achieved by applying a low gloss floor   

 polish.
  Do not use wax.

GuARAntee

Any claim under this warranty must be made within 10 years of the date of 
purchase of the product. to make a claim under warranty, take the product 
(with proof of purchase) to the store where you purchased the product or 
contact George low. George low will pay your reasonable direct expenses 
of claiming under this warranty. You may submit details and proof of your 
claim to George low for consideration. this warranty is provided in addition 
to the other rights and remedies you may have under law; our goods come 
with guarantees which cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer 
law. You are entiled to replacement or refund for a major failure and to have 
the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality 
and the failure does not amount to a major failure, and for compensation 
for any other reasonably forseeable loss or damage. the warranty is given 
by George low ABn 78 006 296 224, 114-118 Woodlands Drive, Braeside, 
ViC, 3195 ph: (03) 9587 4222.
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